It is still possible to operate SLAC's linac without any computers. Normal operation, however, now relies heavily on the system of eleven computers varying in sizes from 4K to 16K words of memory. By using a large number of small computers, the I/O demand on each computer is kept small. The use of disks and a. programming system that exploits multiprogra.mming and progra.m overlays allows the computers to execute large numbers of tasks in a, virtual memory several times their rea.l size. The response times demanded are moderate, but the multiple input terminals, the different types of links between computers and the different sizes of the computers require a continuing traffic analysis to reduce the probability of "rush hour peaks" jamming too many tasks into any one computer.
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Status of System
The original purpose of SLAC's SDS-925 in the switchyard control room and of the PDP-9 in the accel- A queue consists of a list of arguments which are pointers to tasks. Two queues are maintained by DS: an active queue which contains tasks due for scheduling in past or future time and a blocked queue containing tasks waiting for na,med events. A minimum of five arguments must be obtained from the free list when a task is created. A task may obtain more arguments from the free list when it requires them (or return unused arguments) during execution. When a ta,sk is terminated, all of its remaining arguments are restored to the free list. The number of tasks that can be handled by the system is limited by arglist overflow; that is, a, situation in which the free list is empty and additional arguments are not available when required.
If there were no error-recovery, one would have to halt and restart the system when arglist overflow occurs. A first step of error-recovery is to purge the task which requires another argument when the free list is empty. This can result in losing an essential task like the keyboard or link handler. It sometimes purges one of a pair of co-tasks leaving the other hung forever. In a PDP-8, overflow can occur in the foreground, and it is not clear how to purge the partial task that is involved.
Normally, tasks are terminated and their arguments returned to the free list at a rate faster than they are created. But occasional bursts of new tasks or a concentration of tasks waiting for the same resource can produce peaks, which deplete the free list. By reducing the intensity and frequency of these peaks, the system may be made to operate more smoothly and reliably.
The installation of the PDP-8's was required primarily to reduce contention for the single control channel connected to the PDP-9 and for its single ADC multiplexer. The PDP-8's have provided 31 smaller ADC multi-plexers and 33 parallel output control channels at considerably lower cost than adding the equivalent resources to the PDP-9.
Traffic Study
We maintain a continuing traffic study of the flow of tasks within and between CPJ's and of the utilization of resources such as the disk, links, "real-world" interfaces and internal I/O buffers. We have identified a number of situations where contention may be reduced, the rate of creation of tasks may be lowered or a task may be brought to an early termination. This sometimes reduces the total work accomplished, but has resulted in large gains in overall system efficiency.
Contention for disk access is a major cause of queuing of tasks. DS reduces this contention by never rolling a program out and relieves "thrashing" by overlaying only the program page that has been idle longest and only then if the page has been in core long enough to have been used at least once. We have also found it desirable to write frequently used code into a single program page to reduce the number of different pages required.
The following techniques (with examples) have been found useful in limiting the rate of creation of tasks.
1. command, commands to adjust a different parameter are terminated instead of queuing up, since they will continue to be sent until the first command is complete and the second is then allowed to produce the required effect.
Combine related tasks
When several messages for display are created in quick sequence, the separate messages are given to a single task for rewriting the display.
Conclusion
Each of the computers in the control system is idle much of the time. By controlling the peak traffic, we expect to be able to add many "occasional" tasks to increase the aid the computers can provide to the operators.
